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Abstract 
It is well known that the development of A TSs and ETSs is time and cost intensive. 
This contribution provides practical experiences and results gained from a test suite 
development project in the context oftoday's ATM protocols. In particular we dis
cuss the problems and effort to develop and execute the BISUP and MTP test suites 
within B-ISDN based on corresponding N-ISDN tests. The consideration of our ap
proach and observations should help during the production and execution of related 
protocol conformance tests. We have outlined basic ideas on how to underpin meth
odologically the ATS migration process. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The confonnance assessment process defined in the Confonnance Testing Method
ology Framework (CTMF) standard (X.294) gives a summary of the necessary 
working steps for the preparation, execution and analysis w.r.t. classical protocol 
confonnance testing. During the preparation phase questions related to testability, 
SUT configuration, Abstract Test Method and Abstract Test Suite (ATS) must be ad
dressed. According to ITU-T Recommendation X.290 a protocol defining group is 
responsible for the Test Suite Structure and Test Purposes (TSS&TP) documenta
tion. The final ATS is to be produced together by protocol experts and the test real
izer (see Figure 1). 

Many times TSS&TP documents are not available from the protocol defining 
group and the ATS is developed by testing experts with good knowledge of test cam-
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Figure 1 Relationships between parts, concepts and activities (X.290IFig. 10). 
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paign, TrCNI ASN.l and the test equipment but having less expertise of the proto
cols under test. 

An ideal approach to develop an ATS is the tool supported derivation of tests 
from a formal protocol specification. There exist a lot of experiences with the gener
ation ofTrCN tests from SOL specifications (e.g. Perez 1997, Grabowski 1997). In 
this context test purposes are required to be written in Message Sequence Charts 
(MSC). Test case generation from SOL specification is only effective if an SOL 
model is available. However, to develop a SOL model might be as time consuming 
and labour intensive as writing a test from scratch. Time pressure will enforce a man
ual test suite development with the disadvantage of some incompleteness and re
stricted means to reason about correctness and test suite coverage. 

Other approaches for test case derivation propose e.g. a step-wise knowledge
base development of test cases also starting with some test purpose formalisation 
(Guerrouat 1996) or even request an enhanced protocol model (Konig 1997). The 
aim in the latter proposal is to consider testability during protocol engineering to de
crease the efforts in protocol testing (e.g. extra testing points should be added to ob
serve inter-module communication). 

Many of these proposals are of scientific value but do not solve the telecommu
nication industry work of today, i.e. development of usable ATSs in very short time 
frames. Unfortunately (semi-) automatic test suite derivation tools are still prototyp
ical in nature and formal protocol specifications are often missing. Manual ATS de
velopment thus becomes a challenge in balancing sound protocol knowledge with 
adequate testing expertise. 

In this paper we report on the approaches used and results obtained in a joint re
search and industry project in which abstract and executable test suites were devel
oped within the B-ISON I ATM framework. Several ATM Executable Test Suites 
(ETS) are scheduled for development. These include ETSs for the User-Network In
terface (UNI) and Network-to-Network (NNI) related protocols. The scope of the 
project includes ATMlAAL layer as well as several ATM signalling related proto
cols SSCOP (Q.211O), SSCF (Q.2130, Q.2140), MTP (Q.221O), BISUP (Q.2761-64) 
and UNI Signalling (Q.2931 I UNI 3.1 - user and network side, Q.2961, Q.2963, 
Q.2971). Figure 2 gives an overview of the signalling protocol stacks for UNI and 
NNI nodes. 
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Figure 2 ATM network Signalling protocol stacks (Q.2010IFig. 7). 
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Preliminary versions of some ATSs, UNI 3.1 and AAL5, were available from the 
A TM-Forum. These still needed to be analysed, corrected, enhanced and/or complet
ed and made executable. Others needed to be developed directly from the protocol 
specification. In this paper we focus on two examples namely BISUP and MTP. 

We chose these two protocols as both have pre-existing narrowband (N-ISDN) 
predecessors upon which the Broadband ISDN (B-ISDN) variants are based. 

Further test purpose lists and even TTCN ATSs were available for the Narrow
band protocol variants. Test purpose lists and the narrowband ISUP (BISUP prede
cessor) ATS have been standardized by the ITU-T. The narrowband MTP ATS has 
been specified by ETSI. Due to this prerequisites, we will report on our approaches 
to consider this test purposes lists and to migrate the narrowband A TS to an en
hanced B-ISDN version. 

It is our aim to demonstrate how existing test suites can be migrated towards a 
newer technology and to show different approaches during the test suite design 
phase. We also provide some insight on problems and dependencies to be considered 
during the adaptation of the ATS to a specific System under Test and a Means of 
Testing (MOT). 

The Tektronix K1297 TTCN development tool kit (based on Forth / VxWorks) 
has been selected as the protocol conformance testing platform for Executable Test 
Suite (ETS) development. 

2 TEST SUITE DESIGN 

The test suite development that is described below was constraint by the following 
side conditions: 
• For each test suite, three approaches used to derive Test Suite Structures (TSS) 

were considered. The state based approach which defines test groups for each 
stable/testable protocol state. The procedure based approach which defines test 
groups for each protocol procedure and lastly the PDU format based approach, 
which defines test groups based on PDU formats. 
It has been investigated which test suite structure fits best to the protocol 
description in the standard and to what extent the test suite structure of the nar
rowband test suite can be adapted to the broadband version. 

• The basic principle for the development of test cases is that one test purpose is 
respected by exactly one test case, so that there is a one-to-one mapping 
between the test purpose list and the dynamic bhaviour part of the test suite. 

• Since in general, no interface at the upper tester PCO can be assumed, we treat 
the upper tester send events as corresponding implicit send events and do not 
include receiving event at the upper test PCO. The remote testing method is 
practically the most widely applicable test method. Therefore, we assume test 
operator involvement for test execution. 

• Being a joint research and industry project, a transition in our thinking from an 
academic viewpoint towards an industry oriented viewpoint was in order. The 
ATSs could only use control structures and language features currently sup-
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ported by the ITCN compiler. Further, the runtime environment and hardware 
used by Tektronix needed to be taken into consideration. 

3 BROADBAND ISDN USER PART 

3.1 Prerequisites 

The B-ISDN user part (BISUP) protocol is part of the B-ISDN Signalling protocol 
stack at NNI nodes (Q.2010). It realises the signalling capabilities and functions re
quired to support basic bearer services and supplementary services for capability set 
1 B-ISDN applications. The BISUP is applicable to international B-ISDN networks 
and is defined by ITU-T Recommendations Q.2761 - Q.2764. Since at transit nodes 
BISUP has to support the ISDN user part of Signalling System No. 7 «N)-ISUP) 
services there exists a strong relationship to the corresponding narrowband ITU-T 
Recommendations Q.761 - Q.764. 

Basic functionality of BISUP refers to the initiation and release of signalling calls 
due to incoming messages carrying partly complete or complete call address infor
mation. B-ISUP protocol entities must accept I confirm or reject calls based on the 
delivered parameters and further message exchanges with adjacent network nodes. 
Additional functions address the blocking or reset of signalling calls. 

The data type definitions of BISUP messages and parameters are available in 
ASN.l [Q.2763]. The procedural specification of BISUP given in Q.2764 is subdi
vided into five process functions to allow for a separation of different concerns. Con
sequently a large number of internal coordination signals have been defined 
requiring an in-depth study to understand the model specification. The related SDL 
diagrams are incomplete (in particular due to the data part) and are therefore not suit
able for use with any (semi-)automated test case generation tool. As a consequence, 
the entire dynamic part, including all constraints of the test suite, were implemented 
manually. In protocols where complex message structures exist, development ofthe 
constraints is sometimes more labour intensive as developing the test sequences. 

A starting point of the ATS development is given by the existence of an incom
plete test suite of the N-ISUP protocol: In Q.784 the ITU-T gives an (N)-ISUP basic 
call test specification which provides a test suite structure and test purpose list. For 
each test purpose pre-test conditions and expected message sequences have been in
cluded. Annex A of Q.784 contains a ITCN version of Q.784. The absence of test 
constraints and the very intensive usage of implementation dependent upper tester 
primitives gives reason to believe that this ITCN test suite has never been success
fully executed. 

3.2 ATS development 

The close relationship between BISUP and NISUP led us to adopt the NISUP test 
purposes for the BISUP test suite. First we have distinguished between: 
• test cases which are not applicable to the BISUP since NISUP messages do not 

have any equivalent in BISUP, and 
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• test cases which are still of interest in the BISUP context. 
In the latter group, we updated the PDU message types and added required mes

sage exchange sequences which do not appear in NISUP (here e.g. lAMAR, RAM 
messages). A major part of the work consists in the specification of the message con
straints since none of them were available. The ASN.l message data type definition 
used from Q.2763 are highly substructured and therefore requires complex data con
straint definitions. Sometimes it appears that the TTCN data definitions would be 
preferred if we would have a decision between both specifications. But in our case 
the ASN.l specification was the only one available. During the analysis of message 
types a number of simple changes were necessary: 
• The ordering of data type definitions had to be changed since the TTCN com

piler did not support forward referencing and requires the parameter type defini
tion before they could be referenced first (Q.2763 starts with the message type 
list). 

• Many constants (e.g. "digitO") had been defined multiple times (for different 
parameter types). Since this causes compiler errors we have made them unique 
by introducing prefix identifiers (e.g. "x_digitO"). 
Writing a test suite always requires an early knowledge of the potential test exe

cution configuration. We decided to keep an upper tester PCO beside the lower tester 
PCO to allow test cases which include IUT initiated protocol procedures. Since no 
interface at the upper tester PCO could be assumed we treated the upper tester send 
events as corresponding implicit send events and removed the receiving event at the 
upper tester PCO, i.e. we assume a test operator involvement. On the other side an 
additional lower tester PCO for the supervision ofN-ISDN circuit events (e.g. check 
of ringing tone) become superfluous. The final basic abstract test configuration is il
lustrated in Figure 3. 

The nature of BISUP do not require concurrent TTCN for the implementation of 
its test cases. 

UTA 

UT Test Coord. Procedure. 

LAB 

Underlying Service Provider 

UT Upper Tester 
L T Lower Tester 
IUT Implementation under test 

LT 

UTA Upper Tester PeO at signalling point A 
LAB Lower Tester PeO between service provider and signalling point B 

Figure 3 BISUP ATS configuration. 
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3.3 Test Execution 

We derived 62 test cases (out of 75 tests) from the NISUP test suite. Although all of 
them use the same t~st configuration, special preparations for the IUT and tester con
figuration were required for those test cases, which include connection establishment 
I release initiated by the IUT. Since our IUT allows no manual message sending we 
installed a test configuration involving a network user at an UNI interface of the IUT 
(see Figure 4). The user behaviour at the UNI is driven by the test equipment. 

This configuration is compatible with the abstract test configuration of the BIS
UP ATS. The test operator engagement (which is specified in the ATS via implicit 
send events at the UT PCO) will be realised with appropriate signalling call requests 
at the UNI interface UTA (using messages ofITU-T recommendation Q.293l). E.g. 
the establishment of an UNI signalling connection (SETUP message calling the "net
work node LT") leads the IUT to issue an lAM (BISUP Initial Address message) at 
LAB. It is clear that the JUT had to be configurated with appropriate calling address 
numbers of the UT "user" and the LT "network node". We had to note that this con
figuration is not specified within the ATS and has been selected due to the available 
IUT properties only. 

The test suite has been compiled and executed with the Tektronix K1297 protocol 
tester and the Siemens EWSXpress A TM switch was used as IUT. 45 test cases were 
executed successfully, the remaining test cases could not be performed completely 
due to restrictions with the JUT. In particular, a number of IUT procedures could not 
been started with the upper tester configuration. 

After installing a suitable basic test configuration we will extend the list of test 
purposes to further tests with messages of minor concern (e.g. User Part test mes
sage) and B-ISDN specific protocol procedure as consistency check. Also special 
test on the interworking between BISON and ISDN are envisaged. 
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4 BROADBAND ISDN MESSAGE TRANSFER PART 

4.1 Prerequisites 

The B-ISDN Message Transfer Part Layer 3 (MTP3b) protocol is part of the ITU-T 
Recommendation Q. series on switching and signalling network protocols. It defines 
the protocol for connectionless transfer of signalling messages between signalling 
points (SPs) which are nodes in a Common Channel Signalling network. MTP3b is 
sandwiched between SAAL (SSCF network side and SSCOP) below and one of 
various user parts (BISUP, TUP, SCCP and TCAP) above (see e.g. Figure 2). 

MTP3b defines the functions and procedures required for signalling message 
handling and signalling network management. Signalling message handling is re
sponsible for message discrimination where the Signalling Point (SP) determines 
whether a message is for itself or for another SP. If it is for itself, the message is for
warded to the message distribution function which then determines the appropriate 
User Part to which a message should be sent. If the message is not for itself, then it 
is forwarded to its message routing function which forwards messages onto the ap
propriate link(s) or discards the message if it cannot determine the proper receiver. 

Network management is used for network reconfiguration in case of link or SP 
failures as well as for traffic flow control in case of network congestion. Predeter
mined routing information is required to achieve this. 

MTP3b is specified in ITU-T Recommendation Q.2210. Q.2210 itself is derived 
from ITU-T Recommendations Q.704 and Q.707, which define the functions and 
procedures for Narrowband MTP (N-MTP). MTP3b message formats are very sim
ilar to those in N-MTP. Major differences in message formats are limited to the ex
tension of the maximum size of a Service Data Unit due to the capabilities of the 
underlying protocol layer (272 octets within narrowband and 4096 octets in broad
band). Further the changeover message has been extended slightly. 

We re-used existing N-MTP layer 3 testing information. ITU-T Recommenda
tion Q.782 defines the Narrowband MTP layer 3 test specification. Further an ETSI 
MTP3b ATS based on Q.782 exists. It uses the same top level test group structure as 
in Q.782 with the exception that each top level test group is further subdivided into 
combinations of valid, invalid and inopportune groups. 

Q.782 defines a set of tests and four test configurations for testing an SS#7 Nar
rowband MTP layer 3. Which configuration applies to the test and what type of sig
nalling point (switch) applies to the test, the type of test, validation or capability, is 
provided. However, the test case bodies are described using an arrow notation ac
companied with comments (see Figure 5 for details). 

We adopted Q.782 as a starting point in the development of the MTP3b ATS 
since it was already an established standard, and it provided a comprehensive list of 
test purposes, as well as detailed testing configurations for testing SPs. 
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4.2 Test Suite Structure and Test Purposes 

Since both Q.782 and the ETSI Narrowband MTP ATS use a procedure based ap
proach to define the ATS TSS, and since the MTP3b ATS is also based on Q.782, it 
was reasonable to use the same approach for defining the MTP3b TSS. 

The ETSI ATS subdivides each procedure test group into valid, invalid and inop
portune groups. The MTP3b ATS in comparison has no further subgrouping. Only 
valid test cases are provided. A separate test group containing test cases for invalid 
behaviour is provided. 

Many of the test purposes in Q.782 were rewritten. Either the expected IUT be
haviour was missing entirely from the test purpose, or was provided elsewhere, usu
ally in the Test description, or could only be determined by analysing the message 
sequences themselves and referring to Q.704. For example, the test purpose for 
Q.782/13.9 states: "To check the actions of the system on reception of an invalid traf-

TEST NUMBER: 1.1 1 PAGE I ofl 

Reference: Q.704 clause 3 Fig 7. Fig.36.37.38 

TITLE: Sil!naIlinl! Link Manal!ement 

SUBTITLE: First signa11ing link activation 

PURPOSE: To put into service a signa11ing linkset 

PRE-TEST CONDITION: Signa11ing links deactivated 

Configuration A I TYPE OF TEST: CPT I TYPE OF SP: AIL 

MESSAGE SEQUENCE: 
SPA SPB 
Link Link 

1-I:Activate 
1-I:Activate 

... I-I SLTM 

I-ISLTA ~ 
I-ISLTM ~ 

... I-I SLTA 

:start traffic 

I-I TRAFFIC ~ ... I-I TRAFFIC 
:stop traffic 
:Wait 
:Stop traffic 

TEST DESCRIPTION 

I. Check that the signalling link becomes 
available 

2. Check the reception and send of variable 
length messages on the activated linkset from/to 
the SP at the other end of this linkset. 

Figure 5 Sample Q.782 Test Case Description. 
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fic restart allowed message". In this particular case, the expected IUT behaviour is 
found in the test description. The test purpose was rewritten as follows: "Verify that 
the IUT ignores a traffic restart allowed (TRA) with an unknown OPC)". In this way, 
both the input is identified and the expected output or behaviour is clearly stated. 

In some cases, predominantly in the Invalid Messages, where the IUTs behaviour 
on receipt of invalid messages is verified, test cases were split into several test cases, 
sometimes generating up to 16 test cases from a single test. Since a test case will stop 
executing on final verdict assignment, which generally occurs on observing a non
conformant behaviour, it cannot be guaranteed that all messages will have been test
ed, thus causing incomplete coverage. One advantage of such test cases is that it 
may detect compound errors, where several erroneous messages must be sent before 
an error appears. The principle of one test purpose one test sequence was applied. 

Q.782 describes tests when initiated from the Tester side. The comments in indi
vidual test cases require that the same test be repeated, but when initiated from the 
IUT side. This automatically doubles the number of test cases in the ATS. Incom
plete test case descriptions required further work to determine the missing behaviour 
and to completely define test cases. Q.782 uses arrow diagrams. This is very descrip
tive and simple to understand. Fortunately MTP3b message formats are simple and 
derivation of PDU constraints based on these descriptions was straightforward. 

The MTP3b A TS includes test cases related to the most useful configuration pro
viding maximum protocol coverage, i.e. configuration A of Q.782. It uses one sig
nalling link set with one to four signalling links simultaneously. Other configurations 
were thought not to be implementable because of limitation in the number of PTCs 
allowed to execute concurrently. This is not the case. If one only takes the signalling 
links existing between the IUT and the tester, and assumes that all other SPs and sig
nalling links can be simulated within the tester, it can be shown that at most 6 signal
ling links is required. The testing environment easily supports this requirement. The 
MTP3b ATS could therefore be extended to include test cases for all test configura
tions defined in Q.782. 

4.3 A TS Development 

The ETSI Narrowband MTP Level 3 ATS is defined using non-Concurrent TTCN. 
The arrow diagrams used to describe Q.782 test cases suggest that MTP3b activities 
are parallel in nature. Some MTP3b activities are inherently parallel in nature. E.g. 
MTP3b defines a load sharing procedure whereby traffic targeted for a given desti
nation can be sent on different signalling links. How an IUT selects a signalling link 
and the order in which signalling links are selected to carry traffic to its destination 
is IUT specific. The A TS should therefore be written such that this is transparent. 
Further the A TS must be written in such a way that errors such as duplicate, mis-se
quenced or lost messages can be detected. In a non-concurrent approach, mis-se
quencing of messages can only be detected by requiring that messages be sent in a 
'known' order. This places an unnecessary constraint on an implementation. Using 
concurrent TTCN, mis-sequencing of messages can be correctly detected without 
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placing this same constraint on the IUT. 
Using concurrent TTCN requires coordination between test components. ATS 

complexity thus increases. One of the major stumbling blocks in non-Concurrent 
TTCN when attempting to test a process which is concurrent in nature is the ordering 
of messages. One is forced to enumerate all possible sequences in which messages 
can arrive. This makes for unwieldy and unnecessarily complicated test cases. Espe
cially this factor led us to conclude that the correct approach was use of concurrent 
TTCN although the ETSI ATS use no concurrence. 

In some cases error indications must be communicated to the management layer. 
The MTP3b ATS ignores these as they are generally not observable in most cases, 
and tend to complicate test cases unnecessarily. Only observable, and sometimes in
directly observable behaviours are modelled in this ATS. 

The MTP3b ATS went through an iterative process of defining the test configu
ration, test suite structure and test cases, to increase the test suite coverage and to 
make the test suite executable. The different versions are described below. 

4.3.1 First MTB3b ATS Version 

The test case structure used was intentionally very generic thus allowing for reuse 
with minimal change. One test case structure was designed per test configuration and 
depending on how many signalling links were used in the test case. This required de
fining highly parameterized test steps some having in excess of 6 parameters. To 
maintain the generic test case structure all CREATE statements were parameterized 
with the same test step. This test step consisted of one huge switch statement which 
based on an index provided as an actual parameter, would then call the appropriate 
test step to perform the actions associated with a given test case. 

In this first approach a true master/slave relationship existed between the Main 
Test Component (MTC) and the Lower Tester Parallel Test Components. Intelli
gence was centralized in the MTC, where the MTC would send/receive PDUs to/ 
from the Lower Testers (LTs) encapsulated within Coordination Messages (CMs) 
sent via CPs. 

The Upper Tester (UT) was controlled by the MTC. It was responsible for gen
erating Test Traffic and forwarding it to the IUTs' MTP3b upper interface. Its behav
iour was more or less independent from the MTC, tequiring no explicit PDU 
exchanges with the MTC and therefore was implemented as a self standing PTC. 

4.3.2 Second MTP3b ATS Version 

Our first attempts at viewing executed test cases, simulated in this case, was very dif
ficult, because of the high level of parameterization, the parallel nature of execution, 
and the level of nesting. For these reasons, excessive test step parameterization was 
reduced by hard coding PCOs, CPs and other parameters directly into test steps. Fur
ther, the generic test step used in CREATE statements in test cases was replaced by 
direct 'calls' to the appropriate test step. This reduced the ATSs nesting depth by 
one. These changes improVed the ATS readability tremendously, both in the GR ver
sion of ATS and during test case simulation execution on the K1297. 
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Further, intelligence was 'pushed down' into the LTs. As with the UT, LTs be
haved independently but were nevertheless controlled by the MTC using CMs. PDU 
exchanges between the MTC and LTs was completely eliminated for three reasons. 
First, avoid the problem associated with message ordering and the sheer number of 
possibilities especially when several LTs executed simultaneously. Second, contin
uing with the same structure would make the MTC hopelessly unreadable and com
plicated. Lastly, the K1297 did not correctly support the use of the Meta-PDU type. 

Minor changes were made to provide for more user friendly data entry. Further 
changes were required because of problems related to the use of forward referencing 
where assignment of constraints and PDUs to test case variables was not supported. 

4.3.3 MTP3b A TS Version with Changeover 

The MTP3b signalling network management (SNM) changeover procedure ensures 
that signalling traffic carried by an unavailable link is diverted to alternative link(s) 
while avoiding message loss, duplication and mis-sequenCing. When a signalling 
link fails, transmission and reception of messages on the failed link is terminated, al
ternative link(s) are selected, the faulty link's retransmission buffer is updated and 
traffic is diverted to the identified alternative signalling link(s). 

Buffer updating consists of transferring the concerned messages to the alternative 
link(s) retransmission buffer(s). Signalling links in the ATS are modelled as PCOs. 
Unsent messages must first be retrieved from the inactive link buffers, transferred 
from one PTC to another via CMs, copied field by field to another PDU sent through 
the PCO designated as the alternative link. 

With no direct PTC to PTC communication permitted, this entailed unnecessary 
communication, data copying and unnecessary processing overhead. For this reason, 
the model was modified to permit direct PTC to PTC bidirectional communication 
via special CPs (LCPl_2 etc.) (see Figure 6). 

The alternative link must handle traffic from the now deactivated link, its own 
traffic, and transmit unsent traffic from the deactivated link. Even with this new PTC 
to PTC communication possible, it was feared that run time performance of change-

K1297 te ter 

Main Te t Component (MTC) 

JUT 

Signalling AAL (SSCF + SSCOP) 

Figure 6 MTP3b Test configuration for a SEP. 
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over would be inadequate. The TICN code responsible for transferring unsent data 
from one signalling link's buffers to the alternative signalling links buffers for re
transmission was therefore re-implemented using a test suite operation, where trans
parent communication between signalling links and their respective transmission 
buffers took place. 

4.3.4 MTP3b A TS Version with Test Traffic Generation 

Two testing models are defined for generating test traffic in Q.782. The first, test 
traffic is generated by the upper tester and delivered to the IUT via MTP Transfer 
request primitives. Test traffic received by the lower testers is reflected back to the 
IUT and should in theory be received by the upper tester to identify any loss of the 
test traffic. 

If an IUT does not support an adequate MTP3b Upper Boundary interface, and 
does not provide any endpoint functionality, the ATS configuration must be changed 
according to Figure 7: Instead of the UT we introduce another lower tester (GEN) 
which takes over the test traffic generation task of the UT. Now the MTP messages 
are sent from a LT test component to the IUT which forwards the traffic to one of the 
components LTl - LT4. 

K1297 tester 

Main Test Component (MTC) 

Figure 7 MTP3b Test configuration for a STP. 

4.4 Test Execution 

Q.782 contains 87 test case descriptions for Configuration A. The MTP3b ATS de
fines 204 test purposes, of which 94 are currently implemented in TICN. 

The ATS was verified using the Tektronix K1297 TICN compiler and executa
ble code was produced. Currently, our means of testing does not support the func
tionality required to perform changeover procedures and some of the ATS defined 
ASPs were not yet supported by the underlying SAAL implementation, so that the 
ETS can be used only in a restricted manner. However, the next release of the means 
of testing will cope with these problems. 
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One major stumbling block remained, namely, the unavailability of an JUT 
against which we could further verify our ATS. Three alternatives were considered: 
writing a complete set of MTP3b simulation scripts for our purposes, writing or pur
chasing an MTP3b emulation or lastly finding an existing MTP3b implementation, 
public domain if at all possible for cost reasons. 

The effort required to write a complete set of simulation scripts or write our own 
emulation to verify our A TS was deemed to be too high. Therefore using various 
search engines we identified companies having MTP3b implementations. Recently, 
we established a joint project with a company which will provide us with a MTP3b 
implementation. In return they will receive a complimentary conformance test re
port. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The discussion on the migration of Narrowband ISDN to the Broadband ISDN tech
nology environment has shown the various aspects of test suite development for to
day's ATM protocols (here BISUP and MTP). In both examples we have similar 
prerequisites: available TSS&TP documentation, some more or less standardized 
and useful ATS for N-ISDN and the same (migration) target. But due to the nature 
of these two protocols our experiences and efforts with this work have been very dif
ferent. In particular, the introduction of parallel behaviour and the use of concurrent 
TTCN in the MTP ATS causes a big expense to make the final A TS design and im
plementation. 

Due to our experiences and project results we have started research in the follow
ing directions: One aspect is that the usage of Concurrent TTCN in large and com
plex test suites lead us to think about some tool support during the development of 
ATS including concurrence. At GMD Fokus a test suite simulator (Pietsch 1998) has 
been implemented for verification of dynamic aspects and validation of logical cor
rectness of concurrent TTCN test suites. The simulator has been developed using the 
ITEX C-Code Generator CCG for the interpretation and execution of TTCN code. 

Further, from the ATS migration project arises the question of test suite genera
tion from another viewpoint. Here we did not try to derive an ATS from a formal pro
tocol description, but we focused on the enhancement of existing ATSs to an updated 
protocol standard. The question is about some test suite structure and abstract test 
case dynamic behaviour sequences which make an ATS suitable for periodical pro
tocol (version) updates. 

Furthermore, we see test cases related to classes of viewpoints like protocol state 
transitions (e.g. timeouts), procedure (e.g. data correction methods) or message for
mat verification (PDU parameter field contents) and ask for a generic test suite struc
ture to be adopted to different protocols and instantiated to become a helpful starting 
point in the ATS development process. Such documents shall serve as a constructive 
working platform for new ATSs and are a must to go beyond general methodology 
guidelines or naming conventions in the A TS production process. We think of test 
suite specification guidelines which are similar to specification guidelines adopted 
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for LOTOS (Bolognesi 1995). Another area of research is to apply the framework 
idea known from object-oriented software development process to the area of test 
suite development (and migration in particular). 
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